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DESIGN AND TESTING OF A HEAT TRANSFER MODEL OF A
RACCOON (PROCYON LOTOR) IN A CLOSED TREE DEN'
THORKELSON
AND ROBERT K. MAXWELL
Department of Ecology and Behavioral Biology,
University of Minnesota, St. Paul, Minnesota 55101

JEFFREY

A abstract. A heat transfermodel of a raccoon (Procyon lotor) in a hollow tree was designed
and tested by simulatingan overwinteringraccoon with a fur-covered,electrically-heatedcylinder in a closed den. A comparison was made between predicted and observed fur surface temperatures, and heat losses from the top, side, and bottom. Under these conditions, transfer
coefficientsderived from engineering relationships can be dependably used in the field; the
average differencebetween predicted and observed fur surface temperatureswas 1.6? C, and
the sum of the predictedfluxes throughthe surfaces of the model was within5% of the measured
total.
Total heat loss increased approximately linearly as inside wall temperature decreased, but
the contributionby convection and radiation to the total changed substantially. As inside wall
temperature decreased, convective flux was an increasing percentage of the total, whereas
radiation loss decreased to a minimum value of 56% of the total flux at the minimum wall
temperature. Twenty-fivepercent of the total flux was lost from the top, 62% from the side,
and 13% from the bottom.
More than 65% of the total resistance to heat loss through the model side was in the fur.
The air space presented 17%, with the rest in the den wall. With respect to heat loss through
the base of the den, only 6% of the total resistance was in the compressed fur. But because
of the high resistance of the den base, the loss was half that of the top.
Small variations in den wall thicknessare not a major factor in reducing heat loss since the
wall accounts for only about 18% of total heat flow resistance.
Energy loss and average monthly weather screen air temperature are correlated.
Key words: Heat loss, aninial; heat transfermodel; raccoon.

hollow oak trees, do not cache food, and do not
The maintenanceof a constantdeep-bodytempera- usually move from theirdens duringthe coldest 3-4
turein mammalsdepends on the relationshipbetween wintermonths(Mech et al. 1966, Mech et al. 1968).
total energyinput,change in storage,and loss. Mam- Abdominal cavity temperature remains above 350 C
mals in cold stress may reduce energy loss with a (Thorkelson 1972); therefore,the metabolic rate
number of behavioral and physiological responses; remainsrelativelyhigh duringdormancy,in compariwith increased loss, temperaturehomeostasis can be son to that of true hibernators. Because the animal's
maintainedonly by increasingmetabolicheat produc- major energy source is fat accumulated during the
previoussummer,the raccoon has a finitesource with
tion.
The physical transferprocesses that operate be- which to maintainbody temperatureand provide for
tween an organism and its environment can be the energyrequirementsof body maintenanceduring
analyzed with the principles of heat transferand a long period of cold stress. Both weight loss in
thermalmodeling. Analysiswhich predictsthe trans- matureanimals and yearlingmortalityapproach 50%
fer of radiant, sensible, and latent heat has been duringthe 4 monthsof a severe winter.
As a means to study the energy requirementand
widely used in the engineeringsciences and is being
the
modes of heat dissipation from a dormant racused with increasingfrequencyand sophisticationto
a heat transfermodel has been designed and
coon,
analyze the physical transfersituation of biological
tested
using
a fur-covered,electrically-heated
cylinder
systems (Bartlett and Gates 1967, Birkebak 1966,
Gates 1962, Lustick 1969, Moen 1968a, b, Ohmart in a closed tree den. The model budgets the heat
transferbetween the fur base and inside den wall.
and Lasiewski 1971, Porter and Gates 1969).
The denningbehaviorof raccoons (Procyon lotor) The objectives of the field experimentare (1) to
lends itself to thermal modeling because certain determinethe applicability of heat transfercoeffisimplifications
and realisticassumptionscan be made. cientsbased upon empiricalengineeringrelationships,
Radio-tracking research at Cedar Creek Natural and using transferareas based upon skin (ratherthan
HistoryArea has shown that raccoons den mainlyin fur) area to predict fur surface temperature,(2) to
'Received September25, 1972; acceptedDecember5, predict heat flux from a dormant raccoon in the
field,and (3) to correlatethe energyrequirementof
1972.
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(7) The heatloss by breathing
is negligible.
(8) The effective
surfacetemperature
of thefurfor
radiationand convection
is thesame.
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Q, = Alkf(tt,- tal) lXf,

( 1)

and to thewalls and ceilingas
Q, = Ajhc(t8j - tal) + AiFfwhr(t8l- tw) (2)

whereQ1: fluxthroughthe top-fur[watts]. 1 watt
= 14.33 cal/min.
to'
A1: area of thesurface= rr2im[cm2]. rimis
the radiusmeasuredfromthe centerto
(A)
(B)
nottoscale
the dermison the side of the simulated
tosca (cm)
raccoon.
ofcross-section
ofdenand
FIG. 1. (A) Scaledrawing
[cm]. The dermalthickness
Xf1: furthickness
simulated
raccoon;dots referto locationof thermoof energy
lossfromthemodel
couples;(B) partitioning
was less than10% of furthickness.
R = radiation
and C
top,side,and bottom.Subscript
thermalconductivity
of the fur
kf: effective
= convection.
[Notelocationof (B) in (A).]
and dermis[wattscm-'0C-']. The conductivity
is approximated
bytherelationand compare
shipdetermined
themodelwithscreenair-temperature
byBirkebak(1966: 312)
thatkf= (2.47 + 0.485Xf) X 10-4 watts
withwinterweightlossesobservedpreviously.
cm-lC-1. As the conductivity
of the
DESIGN OF THE MODEL
dermisis about4 timesthatof theoverall
and as thedermalthickness
conductivity,
The model considersa 9.1 kg (20 lb) raccoon
is small,the effectof the dermisis nein theshapeof a rightcylinder(2,860 cm2) placed
glected.
in theden as illustrated
in Fig. 1. The heattransfer
tb: temperature
underthe dermis[IC].
intothreecategories.
fromtheraccoonis partitioned
temperature
of
thetop-fur
surface[0C].
tag:
transfer
Q1is a one-dimensional
throughthetop-fur
ta1:
temperature
of
the
free
stream
den air
and thento the overlying
den wall
by conduction,
above theraccoon[0C].
andceilingbyconvection
and radiation.Q2 is a oneof the den walls
tw: average temperature
by condimensional
radial-flow
throughtheside-fur
above
the
raccoon
[OC].
duction,and to theinsideden surfaceby convection
heattransfer
coefficient
[watts
hC: convective
and radiation.The convectivefluxis budgetedbecm-20C-1]. h0 is derivedfromthe entweenthe wall area directlyoppositethe raccoon,
gineering
expressionfor freeconvection
andtheoverlying
wallarea and ceiling.The radiative
and laminarflowabove a flatplatewith
flux is partitioned
betweenthe oppositewall, the
the plate warmerthan the air (Kreith
exposedfloor,and the overlyingwall and ceiling.
k
flowthrough
thecompressed
.5
Q3 is a two-dimensional
1958: 311) where hc = 0.54 (GrPr).25;
bottom-fur
and thefloorof theden to theoutsideof
L
thetree.The modelassumesthefollowing:
ka is thethermalconductivity
of air,L is
a characteristic
length
of
the
and
surface
(1) The den and theraccoonare in theshape of a
is takenas 0.9 thediameterof thesimurightcylinder.
latedraccoon,Gr and Pr are theGrashof
is steadystate.
(2) The heattransfer
and Prandtlnumbers,respectively.
(3) The diurnalstoragein thedenwall is negligible.
coefficient
[watts
hr: radiativeheat transfer
(4) The viewfactorbetweentheanimaland theden
cm-2 C-1]. hris givenby theexpression
is zero. (Viewfactoris definedas that
entrance
(T4 81 - T4U,)/(t8l- tw) where a is the
fractionof the totalradiantfluxemittedby a
Stefan-Boltzmann
constantand T is the
by another
givensurfacewhichis intercepted
absolutetemperature
(0C).
surface.)
grey-body
shape
factor
[dimensionless].
Ffw:
radiationinsidetheden.
(5) Thereis no shortwave
Because thewall and ceilingenclosethe
above the
(6) The ceilingand wall temperatures
fursurface,thistermcan be writtenas
animal are equal.
(Kreith1958: 204)
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h.: In this case, h. is derived from the engineering expression for free convection
and laminar flow along a heated, vertical
plate (Kreith 1958: 308). h, = 0.48k0
Gr_25/ L where L is taken as h.

emissivitiesof fur and wood respectively.
It is a more difficultproblem to describe the
0.97 (Birkebak 1966: 305)
Using E=
and E,, 0.93 (Kreith 1958: 193), and convectivetransferin termsof the wall temperature
as AW,is much greaterthan A1, this ex- th. This is because air heated at the fur-tipsmoves
pressionreduces to Ffl, = 0.97.
upward to the space above the raccoon as well as
across the air gap. This process not only transfers
In order to model from the inside wall surface,
heat to the overlying chamber, but causes cooler
we found it useful to write the expression for the
replacementair fromabove to move into the air gap.
convectivetransferin equation (2) as a functionof
As a result,both ta2 and th are lower than if there
t0,insteadof tal. Because the ratio of wall and ceiling is no verticaltransfer,and
ta2 is closer to ti,than t82.
area to raccoon area is large, it is to be expected
If there is no vertical mixing, and if heat transfer
that the inside air temperaturetal approaches the
coefficientsand areas are equal, then (t82 - ta2) =
wall temperature t,. Experiment showed that (t,1 0.5(ts2 - th); on the otherhand, if all the convective
= 0.95(ts1 - tO). By substituting
this resultand
tal)
heat transferfrom the side-furwas transferredto
the value of the shape factor into (2), the predicted
the overlyingchamber,then (T,2 - ta2) = (ts2 - th).
fur surface temperatureis computed from (1) and
Experimentshowed that (ts2 - ta2) = 0.77(ts2 - to).
(2) by iteratingthe equation
By substitutingthis informationand the value of the
shape factor into (6) and by equating (5) and (6),
( tb - ts1 ) / ( tsl - tw
(4)
the side-fur surface temperature is computed by
(Xfl/kf)(0.95hc + 0.97hr.).
The termstb, t, and Xf1are measured,and kf,ha, and iteratingthe equation
hi. are estimatedas previouslydescribed.

(tb - ts2 ) / ( ts2 - th)

Loss throughthe side
The conductive loss through the side-furof the
simulatedraccoon is writtenas (Kreith 1958: 35)
- ts)/ln(rO,/rj,11)
Q. = 27rhkf(t5

(5)

= AhG(ts9

(6)

-

[roMsln(ro,/

rjj)/kf4(0.77hc + 0.905hr)
with to2 as the unknown.

(7)

Loss throughthe base

The heat transferthroughthe bottom fur of the
and the convectiveand radiativeloss to the surround- simulated raccoon is writtenas
ings as
(8)
Q-=
A3Kf (tb - ts3) /Xf
Q-

- ta2)

+ A9,Ff7lhr(ts2- th)

= S*k L (ts3 - to)
(9)
where Q,: flux throughthe side-fur[watts].
where Q3: heat transferthroughthe base [watts].
h: heightof the simulatedraccoon [cm].
A3: area of the base = r2," [cm2].
reel: the radius from the center to the dermis
Xf3: conductivity of compressed fur [watts
[cm].
cm-10C-1].
roll: the radius from the center to the tips of
:
kw conductivityof the den treeperpendicular
the dense fur [cm].
to the grain [wattscm-1'C-1].
A,: side-surfacearea = 27rrOh[cm2].
temperatureof the outside surface of the
to:
ts2: temperatureof the side-fursurface ['C].
den tree [0C].
ta2: temperatureof the den air between the
S*: conductive shape factor for the base of
side-furand the opposite den wall ['C].
the den tree [cm]. The components of
t7,: average temperatureof the opposite inthis terminclude path length;divergence
side den wall [0C].
for
of
the heat flux lines, isotherms, and
factor.
The
situation
grey-body
shape
Ff17:
cross-sectionalarea; and the ratio of the
the model side differsfrom the top in
conductivitiesforheat flow perpendicular
thatthewall area oppositethe raccoon Ah
and parallel to the grain. The methodfor
does not enclose A,. Where A1/Aw apdeterminingits magnitude is "potentialproaches zero, A/AI, approaches one.
As the exposed floorarea and walls above
field plotting"and is described in Kreith
(1958: 77-85). The adaptation of the
A71 approach the same temperature,the
flux plottingprocedure to the den floor
edge effects become negligible and exsystem is as follows. Define Qt as the
pression(3) can be used. Then for A,=
rate of heat flux per tube (Fig. 2). Qt is
0.905.
=
A2, Ff-
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perpendicularto the tree-centerline.By design, each
curvilinear box in the flux plot contains an equal
amount of heat flux. Thereforethe flux in the box
of the outer tube adjacent to tree surface must equal
the flux in the box of the centertube adjacent to the
raccoon base; for these boxes equation (10) equals
equation (11). There is only one value of w which
will permit the center and intermediatetubes to
diverge in a manner that the conditionsof the flux
plot are fulfilled. As Q3 = NQt, then by equations
FIG. 2. Flux plot for analysisof heat flow through (9) and (10), S* is describedby 2 7rwN/Mln(r,0/ri).
For the flux plot in Fig. 2, N = 10, M = 6, and
the den floor.
k -CH= 2k1 _L. For this den tree system,S* = 86.4
cm.
a constant for the system. Divide the
After (8) and (9) are equated, the fur surface
overall temperature difference between
temperatureat the den floor interfaceis computed
the base of the raccoon and the outside
by solving the equation
of the tree into M parts of constanttem- to) S*kl(tb - tS3)/(tS3
. Xf3/kf3A3. (12)
peraturedifference.The flux in the tube
fromthe outeredge of the raccoon to the
Thermal resistances of the den system
outside of the tree is essentially1-dimensional radial flow and is describedby the
By means of the analysisfromthe previoussection,
equation
the resistanceto heat flow offeredby fur,air space,
and den wall can be compunted. The flux through
Qt = 27rw/Mln(r0/ri)
the
side of the den adjacent to the raccoon Q7, and
( 10)
kiv - (ts3 - to)
the flux through the den floor Q:, are considered
where w: width of the tube for radial flow [cm].
using the model illustratedin Fig. 1.
M: numberof boxes withina flux tube.
Model side. Only a part of the heat flowing
ri: distance from the center of the den tree
through
the side of the raccoon is transferredto the
to the inside edge of a box [cm].
opposite
wall area Ah1.The model assumes that the
of
a
box
[cm].
outside
edge
ro: distanceto the
remaining flux is transferredby convection and
Initially, the flux in the tube from the center of
the raccoon-base down the center-lineof the tree is radiationto the upper den chamber,and by radiation
1-dimensional flow through a rod. This flow is to the exposed den floor. The fractionof the radiative
flux leaving the side-fursurface which reaches wall
described by the equation
area Ah1 was calculated to be 0.79 using the view
- to)I/Ms
(11)
Qt = wrr2lk,,-1(t83
factor equation for parallel plates (22 cm high and
where r1: radius of the tube containing the tree
separated by 6 cm) stated in Eckert and Drake
centerline[cm].
(1959: 398). The remaining0.21 is divided equally
k;l II:conductivity of the den tree parallel to
between
exposed floor and the upper chamber.
the grain [watts cm-' OC-1].
s to be the fraction of the convective
Define
s: distance between isotherms along the
transfer
from
the side-furwhich reaches the area Ah.
centerline[cm].
as
Then, illustratedin Fig. 1,
In order to make the flux plot, assume the amount
(13)
Q1 = SQC2 + 0.79Q1?2.
of flux into each tube is proportionalto the crosssectional area of the tube at the raccoon base. Then As discussed in the previous section on loss through
the intake areas of the tubes must be equal, as each the side,
tube contains the same amount of flux; and, by
(14)
QC2 = 0.77Ah(,(ts2 - toh).
symmetry,the shapes of the areas are concentric As
SQc2
Alhh(ta2 -th),
annulae about the center tube. Divide the base into
and, from (14)
N tubes, and (ts3 - to) into M parts. For the radial
(ts2ta2) = 0.77(ts9 -t)
flowin the outertube,the distancebetweenisotherms
then
.
th) = 0.23(ts2 -t)
(ta2
will increase logarithmicallyas describedby equation
=
to).
Therefore,
sQC0
0.23A7,hc(t82
(10). When the fluxplot is made, the tubes must be
orthogonal to the raccoon base, the isotherms,and In the same section it was shown that
the outside of the tree; and the isothermsmust be

QJ?2

= 0.905A2h.(ts2

-

th)-

(15)
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By substituting(14) and (15) into (13), the heat
transferredacross the air space becomes
Qi1= (0.23Ajih,.+ 0.715Ahlr) (ts2

- th).

7.6

(16)

For steadystateflow, (16) equals the flux through
the den wall by conduction. In a formsimilarto (5),
this flux is writtenas
Q7t

=

27-hk1(t7t

-

tO)/ln(rod/rid)

(17)

1.9

where rQ1 and rid are the radii to the outside and
inside of the den tree wall, respectively.
The flux throughthe side-furQ2 is stated in (5).
From Fig. 1 it can be seen that
Q = Qh1+ (1 - S)QC2 +
0.2? 1 R2
Then, by (5), (14), and (15),

(th- tsI) -

ln(ro,,t/ r~i.,,)

27rkfh

0.77(1 - s)Ah((ts2

=

19
electricheating
element

I[Q7 +

- th)

+ 0.I9Aihr(ts2 - th)]
(18)
The total resistanceRig2to heat flow throughthe
side of the simulated raccoon to the outside of the
den tree in terms of the side area of the raccoon
may be writtenas
Ran

all dimensionsin cm

A ,(to - tb)/Qh

(19)

.~~~~~

3

FIG. 3. Cross sectionof simulatedraccoon.
TESTING

THE

MODEL

Methods

All field data were collected at Cedar Creek
Natural HistoryArea, 30 miles northof Minneapolis,
Minnesota.
(tb - ts2) + (tS)2- th) + (to - to) (20)
(to - t,)
A westernred cedar telephonepole 3 m long and
By substituting(16), (17), (18), and (20) into (19),
0.6 m in diameterwas split lengthwiseand a cylindrical den 152 cm high,45 cm in diameter,and with
roMIn (rol/rim)
? 27rronth
7.6 cm thick walls was hollowed out. We stapled a
=
t
Q7
k1
wool gasket to the split edge of one half, reunited
the halves, and secured themwiththreadedsteel rods.
10.77(I - s)Il( + 0.l9hr] [tS, - th}
We cut a 51 X 38 cm rectangularsection from the
door for access to
side walls to form a tight-fitting
rom
In
rom
(rod/rid)
+
?
(21)
the den. The den tree was erected about 5 m from
(
0.23;idh. + 0.7 1ro.hr
kI
the Radio-trackingLaboratory Building.
Of the threetermson the rightside of (21), the first
We placed nineteen 24-gauge copper-constantan
is the resistanceacross the fur,the second across the thermocouplesin the den tree (indicated as dots in
air space, and the thirdacross the den wall.
Fig. 1) by drilling 4 mm deep holes to hold the
Model floor.-The total resistance RY3 to heat thermocouple tip. One thermocouple was covered
transferthroughthe compressed bottom-furand den with a layer of mylar coated aluminum foil and
floor based upon the area of the den floor may be placed in the centerof the den for inside air temperature measurement. We placed a similarlyshielded
writtenas
thermocouple in the air space between the model
(22)
Ro3 = A3(tb - to)/Q3side and den wall.
By substituting(8) and (9) into
Two 24-position thermocoupleswitches (Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Co., Brown Instrument
(23)
(ti, - to) = (tb - ts3) + (ts3 - to)
Division, Philadelphia, Pa.) and an electronic cold
and (23) into (22), then
junction compensator (Model CJ-T, Omega EngiR -3 [Xfj/kfj]+ [A.j/S~kI,_j.
(24)
neering Inc., Stamford,Conn.) were connected so
The firsttermon the rightside of (24) is the resis- that the absolute temperatureof any junction or the
tance of the compressed fur, the second is the resis- temperaturedifferencebetween any two junctions
tance due to the den tree.
could be selected. The selected outputwas displayed

and is equal to the sum of the resistancesofferedby
fur,air space, and den wall. Also,
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on a strip chart recorder (Model 7100B, HewlettPackard, Moseley Division, Pasadena, Cal.) with 1
mv full-scaledeflection.
A hollow cylinderwas fabricated from 0.36 cm
thick aluminum (Fig. 3). A tubular,300-wattheating element (No. 40-650-03, G. T. Walker Co.,
Minneapolis, Minn.) was bent to form a 20-cmdiameter circle with the leads perpendicular to the
circular portion. We then positioned the heating
element 2 cm from the bottom and filled the containerwithwater. The heated aluminumcontaineris
similarto thatdescribedby Verme ( 1968) exceptthat
it is furcovered to give it the same surfaceproperties
as the animal, and its geometricshape approximates
that of the animal. An aluminum stand-tube was
welded to the top to allow for volume changes as
water temperaturevaried. Copper-constantanthermocouples were attachedwith Eastman 910 adhesive
(Holdahl Co., Inc., Minneapolis, Minn.) to the outside of the container at the center of the top and
bottom,and on the side. To measurethe temperature
gradientin the fur,we mounted a wooden support,
30 mm high and 4 mm in diameteron the aluminum
top to support two finewire thermocouples. The
sensing junctions were 26 mm and 5 mm above the
aluminum surface.
Fat was manually removedfromtwo raw, late-fall
raccoon pelts. A circular piece of fur was cut from
the anterior dorsal area for the model top, two
rectangularpieces were cut fromthe lateral pelt area
for application to the side, and two semicircular
pieces from the lateral edge for the bottom. We
glued furpieces to the aluminumcylinderwith Eastman 910 adhesive and sewed the edges tightlywith
waxed cord. The fur fit tightlyon the aluminum
form,withonly the heatingelementterminals,sensor
leads, and a styrofoaminsulator for the stand-tube
protruding.Total skin surface area was 2,860 cm2.
The temperature of the water-filled,simulated
raccoon was sensed with two thermistorslocated at
the aluminum-furinterfacein the center of the top.
These sensors drove an electronic thermostatthat
controlledthe power to the heatingelement. Because
dermal temperaturesof denning raccoons were unknown, they were measured in a live animal with
TABLE

Run
number
2
1
3
4
7
6
5

1.

K. MAXWELL
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temperature-sensitive
transmitters
(Thorkelson 1972).
The temperatureat the aluminum-furinterface of
the simulatedraccoon top was maintainedat 33.50 C
for most measurements. This is a representative
dermal temperaturemeasured in February (Thorkelson 1972). Temperature overshoot after a heating
cycle was small and overall regulationof water temperature at the top was within 0.2? C.
The thermostatand associated power supplies were
protectedin an insulatedbox withinside air temperature controlled at 25? C. The box was placed near
the den tree to keep power loss, and effectsfrom
changes in lead resistance at a minimum. When
power was supplied to the heatingelement,a motordriven microswitch(model ITAMlOs, Mallory Industrial Sequence Timer, Gopher Electronics, Minneapolis, Minn.) closed momentarily every 10
seconds; the closures were counted and automatically
printed(Sodeco model lTpb33, 12 volt D.C. double
unit printing counter, Societe des Compteurs de
Geneva, Geneva, Switzerland) for each 24-hour
period.
Fur surface radiant temperaturewas calculated
from the net radiation measured by a C.S.I.R.O.
miniaturenet radiometer (Middleton & Co., South
Melbourne,Victoria-Australia)positioned7 cm above
the simulatedraccoon. Output was displayed on the
strip chart recorder.
Air temperaturesin a standard weather shelter
located in an open field were automaticallyrecorded
hourlywitha Honeywell 16-pointrecordingpotentiometer(Minneapolis-HoneywellRegulatorCo., Brown
InstrumentDivision, Philadelphia, Pa.).
During the 7 days the model was tested,temperature data from the tree and simulated raccoon, and
net radiation from the top and side surfaces of the
raccoon were measured at 2-hourintervalsfrommidnightto midnight.The electricalpower requirement
for the simulated raccoon was recorded daily during
the entiredormancyperiod.
RESULTS

AND DISCUSSION

Surface temperatures

The predicted and observed fur-surfacetemperaturesfromthe top, side, and bottomof the simulated

Predicted and observed fur surface temperaturesfor the simulated raccoon top, side and bottom [?C]

Outside Stimulated
Top
Side
Bottom
Den wall [tt,]
air tem- raccoon
Den wall [t,]
perature temperature Pred.
Obs. temperature Pred.
Obs. temperature Pred.
Obs.
-23.6
-16.0
-14.5
-13.8
-12.0
6.7
11.7

32.3
33.6
32.8
33.0
32.6
30.2
31.3

-6.8
-3.5
1.5
2.7
2.1
11.2
14.7

-5.7
-3.5
1.5
3.4
3.0
11.5
14.8

-14.8
-11.6
-5.9
-4.0
-3.1
7.7
12.4

-4.0
-1.1
3.7
5.2
4.4
12.6
16.6

-2.8
0.0
4.7
6.0
6.2
13.8
18.7

-11.4
-8.1
-2.3
-0.5
-1.4
9.1
13.8

25.8
26.2
26.1
36.3
26.2
26.1
28.8

26.7
28.1
30.1
30.6
29.8
29.3
29.2

Outside
wall temperature
[t,]

-20.5
-13.6
-10.3
-9.8
-8.2
4.1
18.5
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raccoon, and the temperaturegradient from deep
body to outside air are presented in Table 1. On
the average,the model predictedsurfacetemperatures
colder than those observed by 0.4? C for the top,
1.30 C for the side, and 2.8? C for the bottom.

1.0

0.8

0.6 -

Heat flux

0

The precision of the model as a whole depends
upon the accuracy to which the various heat transfer
parameterssuch as fur thickness,conductivity,and
convectiveand radiativecoefficientscan be measured
or computed. For the same runs as in Table 1, the
predicted heat loss from the simulated raccoon is
presentedin Table 2. On the average, 23 % of the
predicted total loss passed through the top, 54%
through the side, and 23 % through the bottom.
Average predicted heat loss was about 5 % higher
than that observed. Predicted fur surface temperatures for the simulated raccoon bottom averaged
2.80 C colder than those observed. Therefore predicted heat loss throughthe floor is overestimated.
For compressedfur 0.3 cm thickwith a conductivity
of 2.85 x 10-4 wattcm-1 aC-1 (Thorkelson1972), the
observedheat loss throughthe den floor is only 49%
of thatpredicted,or 13.1 % of the total loss fromthe
simulatedraccoon.
Althougha given surface temperatureis the result
of all three modes operating simultaneously,the
following discussion considers radiation parameters
first,then convectionand conduction.
Radiation parameters. For this closed-den situation,the radiationparameterscan be determinedwith
the greatestprecision. Because the den and simulated
raccoon are regulargeometricshapes, the shape factors betweenthe walls and raccoon top and side can
be readily calculated as discussed in the previous
sections. The upward-facingdisc of the model top
views the den walls and ceiling. Den wall area close
to the simulatedraccoon comprisesa greaterportion
of the overlyinghemispherethan equal den wall area
fartheraway. Fig. 4 (calculated from Eckert and
TABLE

2.
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Of
>0.4

-

g

0.02

0

50

~~~~~~~~100

above modeltop (cm)
Height

FIG. 4. View factorbetweenthe
simulated raccoon top surface and
of height
insidedenwallsas a function
above themodel top.

Drake 1959: 395-398) shows that the view factor
(i.e., the fraction of flux leaving the top which
reaches the surroundingwalls) increases rapidlywith
height above the model top. Because of this, 75%
of the weighted value of t, was the average wall
temperaturewithin40 cm above the raccoon.
Convection parameters. The convective coefficient equations used in this model were taken from
the heat transferliterature. They were determined
empiricallyfrom studies conducted in wind tunnels
or specially designedchambersusing smoothsurfaces
of regular geometric shapes; the coefficientsdetermined for these surfaces may differfrom those for
fur and wood surfaces because of differencesin
roughness, turbulence, and homogeneity of flow.
The characteristicdimensionL can change in different flow situations; in the model, L for the top is
given by 0.9 diameter, an empirical relationship
(Kreith 1958: 311), and L for the side by the wall
and,
heighth. These dimensionsare straightforward

Predicted heat loss from model surfaces, predicted and observed total loss from simulated raccoon
Predicted
Top, Q, (watts)

Run no.
2
1
3
4
7
6
5
Total
% of total loss

Convection

Radiation

1.53
1.44
1.22
1.15
1.09
0.58
0.50
7.51

2.01
2.00
1.87
1.82
1.73
1.18
1.10
11.71

Total
3.54
3.44
3.09
2.97
2.82
1.76
1.60
19.22
22.4

Observed

Side, Q2 (watts)
Convection

Radiation

3.32
3.08
2.54
2.39
2.42
1.32
0.97
16.04

5.34
5.22
4.78
4.64
4.63
3.19
2.61
30.41

Bottom,

Total

Q: (watts)

8.66
8.30
7.32
7.03
7.05
4.51
3.58
46.45
54.2

3.27
3.72
3.37
3.37
3.22
2.06
1.26
20.27
23.2

QtotaI

(watts)
15.47
15.46
13.78
13.37
13.09
8.33
6.44
85.94
100.0

QhleatPr

(watts)
14.1
13.1
13.7
13.4
12.6
8.7
6.2
81.8
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The convectivecoefficientused for the model top
is derived for laminar flow conditions where the
Grashof number is less than 2 X 107. During the
coldest experimentalrun (number 2), the calculated
Grashof number was 2.7 X 107. Therefore for the
runs made in testingthe model, the flow situation
was presumed laminar. For inside air temperatures
from -13.2? C to 12.3? C, the laminar flow convective coefficientvaried from 3.1 X 10-4 watts cm-OC-1to 2.6 x 10-4 wattscm-2 aC-1. For the conditions of the coldest run (which come closest to
causing turbulent flow), the turbulent convective
coefficientfor the top would be 4.6 X 10-4 watts
cm-2 aC-1. This is 48% greater than for laminar
conditions. However, while the percentage of the
total heat loss in the convective mode is markedly
increased under turbulentconditions, the increased
convection lowers surface temperatureso there is
only a 12%-13% increase in total heat loss (Fig. 5).
But the predicted top surface temperaturefor turbulentconditionsis -9.80 C, which is well below that
predicted for laminar flow (-6.80 C) or that observed (-5.7? C). The closeness of the observed
temperatureto that predictedby laminar flow indicates that laminar conditionsdominated even in run
number 2.
Turbulence along the verticalwalls begins only at
Grashof numbers above about 1010 (Kreith 1959:
308). Because the highestobserved Grashof number
for the side was 1.6 X 107, turbulentconvective
transferfromthe side was not considered. Buoyancy
effectsalong the vertical side wall enhance air flow
so much that,even though the characteristicdimension of the model top is 23 % greaterthan the side,
the calculated convectioncoefficientsfor the top and
side are within 3 % of each other. Greater total
convective loss from the model side is mainly a
resultof its largersurface area.
Condition

parameters.-The

thermal conductivity

of fur is difficultto determine, as its thickness
and density are variable. In addition, heat may be
5 conveti
transferredthrough fur by several modes-fiber
conduction,gas conduction,convection,evaporationcondensation,and radiation (Hammel 1955). As a
result,the thermalconductivityis in realityan "effeclos
tive thermalconductivity"in which all of the above
modes operate. Hammel showed that moist pelts
have 5%-20% greater conductivitythan dry pelts
0
-50
25
50
-25
-100 -75
and that small amounts of water vapor can produce
tw(oc)
this variation. In the present experiment,pelts used
FIG. 5. Radiative,convective,and total loss (watts) on the simulatedraccoon were dry. The conductivity
fromthe model side and top as a functionof insideden
of 3.93 X 10-4 watts cm-1 aC-1 used in the model
wall temperature.
came from Birkebak (1966). He calculated the
although other characteristicdimensions could be conductivityof dryfur for a large numberof species
used, they offerno advantage since their functional frompublisheddata and computeda best-fitequation
relationship to this specific flow situation is un- for thermal conductivityversus fur thickness. The
known.
equation is not applicable for compressed fur or
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thicknessless than 1 cm, so it cannot be used to
compute the conductivity of the model bottomthe model uses 2.85 X 10-4
fur. For the bottom-fur,
wattscm-' 0C-' whichwas determinedexperimentally
(Thorkelson 1972).
Moving air can penetratefurand affectits thermal
conductivityby alteringthe fiber orientationand by
physically flushingwarmer air from the fur. The
resultis an increase in the conductivityand convective coefficient. To assess this effect,a fan (blade
radius 7 cm), which deliveredair at 20 + 5 cm sec-1
perpendicularto the fur, was mounted in the den;
this wind velocitycaused considerable movementof
the guard hair tips without deeply parting the fur
and was judged to be far beyond the upper limit of
any naturallyoccurring velocity in the closed den.
Forced convectionreducedthe temperaturedifference
between dermis and fur surface by 11% and the
radiative surface temperaturedropped from 7.1? C

3. Predicted and observed resistance of the model
side expressed as percent of total resistance

TABLE

Resistance
(watts-'
Condition cm 2 C)
Coldest
Warmest

fur
air space
den wall
fur
air space
den wall

(t,2
+ 2irroMh

-

%of R
%of R
predicted observed

74.5
6.8
18.7
69.6
8.3
22.1

15,493
1,413
3,902
12,298
1,458
3,902

thu)(0.77(1 - s)h, + 0. l9hr)]
-S

65.9
16.6
17.5
56.8
22.0
21.2

(25)
(26)

tb-to

and

to 6.50 C.

Rair gap
RV.)

rom
R,. (0.23r.idh, + 0.71ro,,,h,.)
th - ts2

Changes in radiative and convective transfer
dile to variation in temperature
Although the total heat loss from the simulated
raccoon is nearly a linear functionof wall temperature, the fraction of convective to radiative loss
changes considerablyas illustratedin Fig. 5. These
data were generated for a physical situation where
side and top fur thicknessesare 3.0 cm and the temperaturesat the fur base is 3 1.00 C. The convective
coefficient increases as air temperature decreases
because of the increase in the Grashof number.
(Grashof number is directly proportional to the
differencein temperaturebetween fur and air, and
inverselyproportionalto absolute air temperature.)
Since radiant loss is a function of the difference
between the fourthpower of the absolute temperaturesof fursurface and den wall surface,less energy
is transferredper degree differenceat lower temperatures;as a result,the net radiativeloss decreases
as inside wall temperaturedecreases. Heat loss by
convectiveand radiative modes is equal when inside
wall temperatureis -38? C for the side and -33? C
forthe top. Because the lowest average wall temperature recorded for the seven runs was about -14? C,
the radiativedominance of the heat transfersituation
is evident.
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th-
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Rdenwall

RE ,

(28)

to

roMIln(rodlid)

R o ,k(

t- ,

(27)

- to

(29)
(30)

ti) - to

As the termsin equations (25), (27), and (29) are
calculated, and the temperaturesin (26), (28), and
(30) are measured,the predictedand observed resistances can be compared; Table 3 shows the results
for the coldest and warmestexperimentalruns. The
analysis predicts resistance in the fur higher, and
resistanceof the air gap lower than observed. The
combinationof the two resistancesis within 6% of
that observed. Because turbulencein the air space
would furtherreduce its calculated resistance,which
is already lower than observed, the assumption of
laminar flow conditions is strengthened.The effective fur thickness in which conduction dominates
may be less than the distance between dermis and
tips of dense fur (3.0 cm) used in the model calculations. When fur thicknessis assumed to be 2.5 cm,
the average differencebetween predicted and observed fur surface temperatureis reduced to 0.3? C
for the top and 0.80 C for the side, and predicted
total loss for all runs is within 1% of that observed.
Thermal resistance
Thermal resistance calculated for 2.5 cm thick fur
The resistancetermsfor fur,air gap, and den wall is 69.6% of the total for the coldest run, and 65.6%
are stated in equation (21) which describesthe total for the warmest.
resistancethroughthe side of the model, Raw-.Each
With respect to heat loss throughthe fur not in
flux througha resistanceis writtenin the form of contact with the den, over 80% of the resistanceis
Ri = (A2,/Qj,) (t1- t,). As RZ2 = Rflr + Rairgap +
in the raccoon fur and air space; as a result,small
then
Rdii Nvally
variations in den wall thickness are relativelyunRiur
important. However, the den structureprotects the
rom ln (rOum/rim)
raccoon in other importantways. First, a den will
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unitsof kilogramsof fat per month) by the simulated
9.1 kg raccoon for 73 diurnal periods selected approximatelyevery 3 days during winter and spring
of 1970-71. Total heat loss calculated from Fig. 6
usingthe average monthlytemperaturefor November
1970 throughApril 1971, is the energyequivalent of
.E 5
5.7 kg of fat (9.3 cal/gm fat). As raccoons rarely
stayin theirdens throughoutthe monthsof November
0
and April, a total loss of 4.3 kg for the period
I.
8'
X
December throughMarch is predictedand has been
observed for 9.1 kg animals (Mech et al. 1968).
To estimate the change in heat loss from the
model in an open den, we removed the door and
mounteda fan (blade radius 15 cm) to blow outside
air directlyinto the entrance. The day was overcast
0
U)
.,
so only diffuseshortwaveradiationreached the simulated raccoon top. Outside air temperature was
-1? C, and wind speed above the top of the simulated raccoon was about 150 cm sec-1. Energy loss
10
20 at equilibriumwas the equivalentof 1.13 kg fat mo'.
-20
-10
A control measurementwith the den closed taken
Outsideair temperature
(Ct)
just before the forcedconvectionexperimentshowed
FIG. 6. Simulatedraccoonenergyloss vs. outsideair energyloss equivalentto 0.85 kg fatmo'. Therefore,
temperature.
for this extreme situation,total heat loss increased
by 33%.
reduce convective loss by restrictingcold air entry
CONCLUSION S
and by reducing wind velocities inside the den.
side
a
or
a
one with hole on the
Second, deep den
(1) Because of view factorrelationshipsin a den of
will reduce the view factorbetween the raccoon and
these dimensions, 75% of radiative exchange
the outside environment. Even on nights when
between the model top and den wall occurs in
ambient air temperatureis low, the inside den walls
the 40 cm above the simulated raccoon top.
are much warmer than the radiant sky temperature, (2) Heat loss increased nearlylinearlyas inside wall
so the den offerssubstantialprotectionfromradiation
temperaturedecreased, but the contributionto
loss. Third, a den can protectthe animal from rain
total loss by convective and radiative modes
and snow, which could reduce the effective conchanged substantially. As inside wall temperaductivity of the fur. Fourth, the tree den floor
tures decreased, convective transfer was an
presentsa high resistanceto heat flow and reduces
increasing percentage of total heat loss, but
the heat loss from the bottom of the animal where
observed radiationloss decreased to a minimum
the compressed fur resistanceis low. The measured
of 56% of the total flux at the minimumwall
resistance to heat flow through the den floor was
temperature.
94% of the total resistancewhile that predictedwas (3) With respect to the side of the model, about
84.4%.
65% of the total resistanceto heat loss was in
the animal fur. The air space presented only
Relation of total heat loss to
about 17% with the balance in the den wall.
ambient air temperature
Small increases in den wall thicknessare not a
While outside air temperatureis only one of a
major factor in reducing heat loss because the
number of parameters involved in the heat budget
wall accounts for only about 18% of total
of the tree, it is always recorded at weather stations
resistance to heat flow. For the flux through
and is available to the field biologist. Therefore,its
the den floor,compressionreduces the resistance
use as, an index to heat loss from the simulated
of fur beneath the animal and 94% of the total
raccoon is presented. However, the relationshipberesistanceis in the den base.
tween outside air temperatureand heat loss applies
only to this particulartree, time, and location. Any (4) On the average, 25% of the observed total flux
was lost from the simulated raccoon top, 62%
othertree den will differto some degree, and extrapfromthe side, and 13% fromthe bottom.
olation from this correlation should be done with
Engineeringtransfercoefficientscan be used in
(5)
caution. Fig. 6 shows the relationship between
weather shelter air temperatureand energyloss (in
field models of this type using skin area as the
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